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ABSTRACT
Record Linkage is the task of identifying which records in a
database refer to the same entity. A standard machine learning approach to this problem is to train a model that assigns
scores to pairs of records where pairs scoring above a threshold are said to represent the same entity. However, it is too
expensive to make pairwise comparisons among all records
in large databases. “Blocking” is the process of grouping
similar-seeming records into blocks that a machine learning
component then explores exhaustively. In many blocking approaches, records are grouped together into blocks by shared
properties that are indicators of duplication. However, when
dealing with very large data sources, it is nearly impossible
to determine any fixed set of properties at training time that
will be optimal for the Zipfian distribution of values for these
properties that we will encounter at run time. In this paper,
we propose a novel Dynamic Blocking algorithm which automatically chooses the blocking properties in a data-driven
way at execution time to efficiently determine which pairs
of records in a data set should be examined as potential duplicates without creating the same pair across blocks. We
demonstrate the viability of this algorithm for large data
sets. We have scaled this system up to work on billions of
records on an 80-node Hadoop cluster.

1. INTRODUCTION
A challenge for builders of databases whose information is
culled from multiple sources is the detection of duplicates,
where a single real-world entity gives rise to multiple records
(see [10] for an overview). Online citation indexes need to
be able to navigate the different capitalization and abbreviation conventions that appear in bibliographic entries. Government agencies need to know whether a record for “Robert
Smith” living on “Northwest First Street” refers to the same
person as one for a “Bob Smith” living on “1st St. NW”.
A standard machine learning approach to this problem is to
train a model that assigns scores to pairs of records where
pairs scoring above a threshold are said to represent the
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same entity. Transitive closure is then performed on this
same-entity relationship to find the sets of duplicate records.
Comparing all pairs of records is quadratic in the number of
records and so is intractable for large data sets. In practice
only a subset of the possible pairs is referred to the machine learning component and others are assumed to represent different entities. So a “Robert Smith”-“Bob Smith”
record pair may be scored while a “Robert Smith”-“Barack
Obama” pair is dismissed. This risks a false negative error
for the system if the “Robert Smith” and “Barack Obama”
records do in fact refer to the same person, but in exchange
for this the system runs faster. The term of art for this process is blocking, because it groups similar-seeming records
into blocks that a pairwise comparator then explores exhaustively.
This paper describes the blocking strategy used to deploy
a massive database of personal information for an online
people search company. This database distills a heterogeneous collection of publicly available data about people into
coherent searchable profiles. This distillation process can be
framed as a duplicate detection task. We have developed a
novel blocking procedure that in addition to the standard
performance/recall tradeoff is tailored to 1) scale to very
large data sets and 2) robustly handle novel data sources.
The first of these is necessary because we map billions of
input records to hundreds of millions of people in the real
world. This is only possible with distributed computing, and
the need to distribute the work informs the design. The second is necessary because we are acquiring new and diverse
sources of information all the time, so the hand-crafting of
the blocking procedure by experts can become a bottleneck.
We call this technique dynamic blocking because the blocking criteria adjust at run-time in response to the composition of the data set. We want blocking to be a mechanical
process, not an art.

2.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND PRIOR WORK

Even though there are many different blocking approaches
such as traditional [19], Canopy Clustering [14], sorted neighborhood [11], Q-gram based [3], string map [12], Suffix Array
[2], and numerous other approaches [1],[8],[9],[15], [18],[20]
that have been proposed in recent years, the basic idea is
generally to define a set of key fields from the data to determine which records will be in which block(s).
In this paper, we propose a scalable dynamic blocking
approach that builds on work presented in [5], but never
previously described in any scholarly venue. That work contained the fundamental idea of dividing oversized blocks into

smaller sub-blocks. The system described in this paper extends this algorithm in a number of ways, including adapting
it to run in a scalable, distributed computing environment,
introducing pair deduplication, and a distinction between
“top-level blocks” and “sub-blocks”.
In traditional blocking (described in [19], where it is used
to link a database of 4 billion with a database of 100 million), each record is compared only against records that
share the same blocking key value, for example, only comparing records with same date of birth. In this approach,
blocking keys are chosen to be as general as possible to span
all the records and to keep recall high, but as specific as
possible to considerably reduce the number of pairwise comparisons. According to a comprehensive analysis of blocking
algorithms in [7], traditional blocking is one of the fastest
approaches, however, there are several drawbacks. First, it
is not able to handle typos in the data. For example, if
the first-name in a record is written as “Andriw”, instead
of “Andrew”, this record will not be compared with other
“Andrew” records when using first-name as a blocking key.
Second, the hand-crafting of the blocking key selection becomes a challenge when working with heterogeneous data
sources and the size of each block is dependent on the frequency distributions of the block key values. For instance,
there might be just ten “Andrew Borthwick” records in the
database while there are millions of “John Smith” records.
There will be a lot of unnecessary comparisons in the “John
Smith” block as there are thousands of “John Smith’s” in
real life. Third, the same pair of records might be compared
multiple times, both from blocks that are duplicates or subsets of each other and from the pair appearing in multiple,
partially overlapping blocks.
Similar to traditional blocking, the sliding window approach (first described in [11] and used in [17]) identifies
sets of individuating record properties as “blocking keys”
according to which individual records may be ordered. A
sliding window of a fixed size is moved along this list and
pairs lying within that window are sent along to the linkage
component. We note that a fixed sliding window might be
too large when a name that is rare in the U.S. like “Hakan
Kardes” is used as a blocking key, while being too small for
a more common name like “William McNeill”, a problem
avoided by Dynamic Blocking.
Canopy clustering [14] quickly calculates a distance between all record pairs that share a blocking key. These distances are used to group records into blocks called canopies,
and distance thresholds may be tuned to allow some records
to appear in multiple canopies. Our Dynamic Blocking approach shares with this technique the strategy of allowing
sets of records to overlap. However, dynamic blocking can
be applied to data sets like the one we have, where there is no
obvious quickly-calculable distance metric between records
and the number of records makes even a fast calculation for
all pairs intractable for common blocking keys like “William
McNeill”. Note that [14] tests their method on a database
of 2000 person records whereas this work is executed on
datasets sized in the billions of records.
Dynamic Blocking contrasts with [16], first of all in scale
where [16] reports results on only 140K records. Dynamic
Blocking shares with [16] an objective of trading off recall
with efficiency, but in contrast to [16], does not require training data. Labeled training data is impractical for our application because data distributions may vary widely across

different runs of our system and labeled data may not be
representative of the actual run-time process. We use the
term “Dynamic” blocking because in contrast to prior work,
the blocking criteria are adjusted at run time rather than
being fixed at training time as in [4] and [16]. Similarly,
[18] describes a novel approach of dynamically combining
matched records, ⟨a, b⟩, detected in one block in all other
blocks where ⟨a, b⟩ are found, but uses blocking criteria that
are fixed for a given run.
Consequently, this paper (together with [5]) makes the following contributions: 1) We demonstrate a novel, highly accurate blocking algorithm that can be used on datasets sized
in the billions, an order of magnitude previously only accessible to simplistic algorithms like traditional blocking and
sliding window. 2) Dynamic Blocking is simultaneously sensitive to differential frequencies of blocking keys (“William
McNeill” vs. “Hakan Kardes”), while not requiring training
data. 3) Although [16] executes in MapReduce, our algorithm is tailored to use MapReduce on datasets four orders
of magnitude larger than what they consider. 4) We present
a novel algorithm for ensuring that each pair of records is
compared only once, even though that pair might be present
in multiple blocks.

3.
3.1

DYNAMIC BLOCKING
System Overview

The process starts by collecting billions of personal records
from three sources of U.S. personal records to power a major commercial People Search Engine. The first source is
derived from US government records, such as marriage, divorce and death records. The second is derived from publicly available web profiles, such as professional and social
network public profiles. The third type is derived from commercial sources, such as financial and property reports (e.g.,
information made public after buying a house). Example
fields on these records might include name, address, birthday, phone number, (encrypted) social security number, job
title, and university attended. Note that different records
will include different subsets of these example fields.
After collection and categorization, the Record Linkage
process should link together all records belonging to the
same real-world person. That is, this process should turn
billions of input records into a few hundred million clusters
of records (or profiles), where each cluster is uniquely associated with a single real-world U.S. resident.
Our system follows the standard high-level structure of
a record linkage pipeline [10] by being divided into four
major components: 1) data cleaning 2) blocking 3) pairwise linkage and 4) clustering. First, all records go through
a cleaning process that starts with the removal of bogus,
junk and spam records. Then all records are normalized
to an approximately common representation. Finally, all
major noise types and inconsistencies are addressed, such
as empty/bogus fields, field duplication, outlier values and
encoding issues. At this point, all records are ready for
subsequent stages of Record Linkage. The blocking step,
which is the focus of this paper, groups records by shared
properties to determine which pairs of records should be examined by the pairwise linker as potential duplicates. Next,
the linkage step assigns a score to pairs of records inside
each block using a high precision machine learning model
whose implementation is described in detail in [6]. If a pair
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Figure 1: The root node of this tree represents an oversized block for the name Smith and the other nodes
represent possible sub-blocks. The sub-blocking algorithm enumerates the tree breadth-first, stopping when
it finds a correctly-sized sub-block.
scores above a user-defined threshold, the records are presumed to represent the same person. The clustering step
first combines record pairs into connected components and
then further partitions each connected component to remove
inconsistent pair-wise links. Hence at the end of the entire
record linkage process, the system has partitioned the input
records into disjoint sets called profiles, where each profile
corresponds to a single person.
The blocking step is described in detail below.

3.2 Blocks and Sub-blocks
How might we subdivide a huge number of records? We
could start by grouping them into sets of the same first and
last name. This would go a long way towards putting together records that represent the same person, but it would
still be imperfect because people may have nicknames or
change their names. To enhance this grouping we could
consider a different kind of information like social security
number. Fraud, error, and omission renders SSN imperfectly individuating; however, it will still help us put together records for, say, women who change their name when
they get married. With a handful of keys like this we can
build redundancy into our system to accommodate different
types of error, omission, and natural variability. The blocks
of records they produce may overlap, but this is desirable
because it gives the clustering a chance to join records that
blocking did not put together.
These blocks will vary widely in size. We may have a small
set of “Barack Obama” records which can then be passed
along immediately to the linkage component. However, we
may have a set of millions of “Robert Smith” records which
still needs to be cut down to size. One way to do this is
to find other properties to further subdivide this set. The
set of all Robert Smiths who have the same middle name
is smaller than the set of all Robert Smiths, and intuitively
records in this set will be more likely to represent the same
person. Additionally we could block together all the Robert
Smiths with the same phone number, or birthday, or who
live in the same city. As with the original blocks, overlap
between these sub-blocks is desirable. We do not have to be
particularly artful in our choice of sub-blocking criteria: any
property that seems like it might be individuating will do.
As long as we have an efficient way to search the space, we
can let the data dynamically choose different sub-blocking
strategies for each oversize block.
More formally, this process can be understood in terms of
operations on sets. In a set of N records there are 12 N (N −1)
unique pairs, so an enumeration over all of them is O(N 2 ).
The process of blocking divides this original set into k blocks,

each of which contains at most a fixed maximum of M
records. The exhaustive comparison of pairs from these sets
is O(k), and the constant factors are tractable if we choose
a small enough M .
Call the elements in these sets records. An individual
record can be thought of as a set of properties, where a
property maps a field (e.g. City or First Name) to a value
(e.g. Seattle or Robert).1 It is possible to define a total ordering on properties. For instance we can alphabetize them.
Define a block to be a set of records that share one or more
properties in common and represent blocks as tuples of the
form ⟨block key, records⟩ where records is the set of records
in the block and block key is the set of properties those
records have in common. A block key is a unique informative name of a set of records. Blocks whose keys contain
multiple properties are the intersections of the blocks who
have those individual properties as keys. If we have a total orderings of properties we can define a total ordering on
block keys by sorting them lexicographically.
We select a small number of top level properties like name
and social security number to do the initial blocking, and
a broader set of sub-blocking properties which are used to
subdivide oversized sets. The latter may be a superset of
the former. Blocks whose keys consist of a single top-level
property are called top-level blocks and blocks that are the
result of further subdivision are called sub-blocks.
The algorithm that creates the blocks and sub-blocks takes
as input a set of records and a maximum block size M . All
the input records are grouped into blocks defined by the toplevel properties. Those top-level blocks that are not above
the maximum size are set aside. The remaining oversized
blocks are partitioned into sub-blocks by sub-blocking properties that the records they contain share, and those properties are appended to the key. The process is continued
recursively until all sub-blocks have been whittled down to
an acceptable size.
The records in a given block will contain a set of subblocking properties, and a complete enumeration of the possible sub-blocks requires enumerating the power set of this
property set—intersecting the same-birthday sets with the
same-phone number sets and intersecting all those with the
same-city sets and so forth. We need an efficient way to
1

In practice it may be useful to think of properties as functions of the fields actually present in the record. For example, a record may contain separate entries for first and last
name but we may prefer to work with a property that is a
combination of the two. Or a record may contain a phone
number, but we may prefer to work with a property that is
just the first three digits.

conduct this exploration, bailing out as soon as possible. To
this end, we use the ordering on block keys to define a binomial tree where each node contains a list of block keys
and is the parent of nodes that have keys that come later
in the ordering appended to the list. Figure 1 shows a tree
for the oversize top-level set Smith with sub-block keys for
birth year 1971 < first name Robert < city Seattle.
With each node of the tree we can associate a block whose
key is the list of blocks keys in that node and whose records
are the intersection of the records in those blocks, e.g. the
Smith ∩ 1971 ∩ Seattle node represents all the records for
people named Smith who were born in 1971 and live in Seattle. Because the cardinality of an intersected set is less than
or equal to the cardinalities of the sets that were intersected,
every block in the tree is larger than or equal to any of its
children. We traverse the tree breadth-first and only recurse
into nodes above the maximum block size. This allows us
to explore the space of possible sub-blocks in cardinality order for a given branch, stopping as soon as we have a small
enough sub-block.
Figure 2 shows an algorithm that performs blocking using
this method.
The Block function creates the top-level blocks and each
call to the Sub-Block function enumerates one level deeper
into the tree. The Oversize function determines if the block
is over the maximum size, which in our system is expressed
in terms of the maximum number of pairs a block may con-

Block(records)
1 // Do top-level blocking.
2 blocks = ∅
3 for record ∈ records
4
for property ∈ Top-Level-Properties(record )
5
Add-To-Blocks(blocks, property, record )
6 // Do sub-blocking.
7 correct = ∅
8 for block ∈ blocks
9
correct = correct ∪ Sub-Block(block )
10 return correct
Sub-Block(block )
1 if |block . records| = = 1
2
return ∅
3 if not Oversize(block )
4
return {block }
5 blocks = ∅
6 for record ∈ block. records
7
for property ∈ Sub-Block-Properties(record )
8
if property > block. key
9
Add-To-Blocks(blocks, property, record )
10 correct = ∅
11 for block ∈ blocks
12
correct = correct ∪ Sub-Block(block )
13 return correct
Add-To-Blocks(blocks, key, record )
1 // Let blocks be a table of blocks indexed by block key.
2 if blocks[key] = = ∅
3
blocks[key] = blocks[key] ∪ ⟨key, ∅⟩
4 blocks[key]. records = blocks[key]. records ∪ record
Figure 2: Recursive blocking algorithm

tain. There is also an additional condition to ignore blocks
of size 1 since these will not contain any pairs. Note that we
do not know all the sub-block keys that will be present in a
given set of records a priori. Instead the algorithm discovers
this set as it runs.
In the worst case, all the sub-blocks except the ones with
the very longest keys are oversize. Then the sub-blocking
algorithm will explore the powerset of all possible blocking
keys and thus have exponential runtime. However, as the
block keys get longer, the sets they represent get smaller
and eventually fall beneath the maximum size. In practice
these two countervailing motions work to keep this strategy
tractable. As will be shown in the experiments, the bulk of
the sub-blocks have key lengths of 3 or less.

3.3

Scalability

The volume of data involved requires that this system be
distributed across a cluster of machines. We make heavy use
of the Hadoop implementation of the MapReduce computing
framework, and the blocking procedure described here is
implemented as a series of Hadoop jobs written in Java.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully describe this
framework (see [13] for an overview), but we do discuss the
ways its constraints inform our design.
MapReduce divides computing tasks into a map phase
in which the job is split up among multiple machines to be
worked on in parallel and a reduce phase in which the output
of the map phase is put back together. In a MapReduce
context, recursion becomes iteration. A single MapReduce
iteration works down one level of the binomial tree of subblock intersections. Figure 3 shows the MapReduce version
of the sub-blocking algorithm.
The mapper functions parallelize the extraction of properties from records performed in the loops beginning in lines

Top-Level-Mapper(no-blockkey, record )
1 for property ∈ Top-Level-Properties(record )
2
emit(property, record )
Sub-Block-Mapper(blockkey, record )
1 for property ∈ Sub-Block-Properties(record )
2
if property > blockkey
3
emit(blockkey + property, record )
Blocking-Reducer(blockkey, records)
1 buffer = ∅
2 destination = CORRECT
3 for record ∈ records
4
buffer = buffer ∪ records
5
if Oversize(buffer )
6
destination = OVERSIZE
7
break
8 if |buffer | = = 1
9
return
10 // Dispatch the remaining incoming records.
11 for record ∈ records
12
dispatch(blockkey, record, destination)
13 // Dispatch the records in the buffer.
14 for record ∈ buffer
15
dispatch(blockkey, record, destination)
Figure 3: MapReduce blocking algorithm

Initial Blocks

JaneWallace: Rec1 Rec2 Rec3
JaneSmith: Rec1 Rec2 Rec4
jsmith@email.com: Rec1 Rec2

M1

<(Rec1,Rec2),(3,JaneWallace)>
<(Rec1,Rec3),(3,JaneWallace)>
<(Rec2,Rec3),(3,JaneWallace)>
<(Rec1,Rec2),(3,JaneSmith)>
<(Rec1,Rec4),(3,JaneSmith)>
<(Rec2,Rec4),(3,JaneSmith)>
<(Rec1,Rec2),(2,jsmith@email)>

R1

<(JaneWallace),(Rec1,Rec2)>
<(JaneWallace),(Rec1,Rec3)>
<(JaneWallace),(Rec2,Rec3)>
<(JaneSmith),(Rec1,Rec4)>
<(JaneSmith),(Rec2,Rec4)>

Figure 4: Pair Deduper MapReduce
3 and 6 in the recursive blocking algorithm in Figure 2.
The Top-Level-Mapper is run on the first iteration and
the Sub-Block-Mapper is run subsequently. The reducer
function enumerates over all the records in a newly-created
sub-block, counting them to determine whether or not the
block is small enough or needs to be further subdivided. The
blocks the reducer deems oversized become inputs to the
next iteration. Care is taken that the memory requirements
of the reducer function are constant in the size of a fixed
buffer because otherwise the reducer runs out of memory
on large blocks. Also note that the lexicographic ordering
of the block keys allows separate mapper processes to work
on different nodes in a level of the binomial tree without
creating redundant sub-blocks (e.g. if one mapper creates
a Robert ∩ Seattle block another mapper will not create a
Seattle ∩ Robert one). This is necessary because individual
MapReduce jobs run independently without shared memory
or other runtime communication mechanisms.

4. PAIR DEDUPING
When dealing with deduplication of large databases in
a parallel manner, many blocking approaches allow overlapping blocks in order to increase recall. However, overlapping
blocks might cause redundant work for the linkage component by including the same pair across separate blocks as
different blocking key combinations might create duplicate
or subset blocks from the same database. For example, when
we use ‘First:Last’ name combination and SSN as the blocking keys, some of the SSN blocks might be duplicate or subsets of some of the ‘First:Last’ blocks (e.g., if records with
the same SSN also have the same first and last name)3 .
We deployed a pair deduping module as a phase running
after blocking and before pairwise linkage to address this
issue. This module is a chain of two MapReduce jobs. Figure 4 represents how this module works. The first job deduplicates all the pairs by retaining each pair with the largest
block4 . The second job, reconstructs the blocks from the
retained pairs, and for each block, it generates an edge list
representing which pairs in this block should be compared
in the linkage component. For efficiency purposes, we represent each edge with an integer equal to (i ∗ n) + j where i
and j are the index of the records to be compared and n is
the block size.
In order to show the impact of pair deduping, we ran an
experiment with 4.8B records. We blocked these records
with Dynamic Blocking. Table 1 presents the number of
2
Since the mapper of the second job is an identity mapper
which outputs the input, we excluded it from the figure.
3
This might also happen when there are multiple values in
each record for a specific blocking key. For example, a person
might have multiple names and addresses which will cause
this record to appear in different name or address blocks
when using name or address as blocking key.
4
If there are multiple blocks with same size, the pair is retained in the block whose key is lexicographically greater.

#blocks
#records
#pairs

Final Blocks after Pair Dedup

R2

<(JaneWallace 1 2 5),(Rec1,Rec2,Rec3)>
<(JaneWallace 2 5),(Rec1,Rec2,Rec4)>

2

initial
7,135,917,137
38,114,162,627
162,722,621,924

pair deduped
1,508,105,207
12,800,155,261
58,668,501,433

Gain
66% (I/O)
64% (CPU)

Table 1: Effect of Pair Dedup
blocks, the total number of records and pairs in these blocks.
According to this table, 7.1B blocks are generated by blocking iterations. There are 38.1B records and 162.7B pairs(58.7B
unique) inside these blocks. After applying the pair deduping module, all duplicate pairs across the blocks are removed, and this resulted in a 64% gain in run-time during
the linkage component. Note that this pair deduping module took around 20 minutes while processing these duplicate
pairs in linkage component would take 3 days. Additionally, the number of blocks is reduced to 1.5B blocks since
all duplicate and subset blocks are removed. The number
of records in all blocks decreased to 12.8B, so, the I/O gain
with pair deduping module is around 66%.
Note that we also experimented with a naive approach of
exploding all blocks into their constituent record pairs and
then deduping the pairs. This is trivial to do in MapReduce,
but we found that the increased I/O costs from writing out
all the pairs cancelled out any efficiency gained by eliminating redundant work in the linkage component. Note that
given the scale of our data, we don’t have efficient random
access to the records during the pairwise linkage component,
so the input for the linkage component is a record (not just
a record id) array for each block. Exploding a block of size
n into its constituent pairs results in n2 I/O.

5.

EXPERIMENTS

We used two different datasets for our experiments. The
first one is a small subset of our production data. We used
this dataset to make experiments by varying the maximum
block size. We also used a second dataset which has around
5 billion public people records to demonstrate the viability
of this algorithm for very large data sets.
First, we ran experiments on 5,680,599 records sampled
from our full data set of approximately 5 billion. To build
this sample we used all records that contained a first-last
name pair that appeared on a list of 262,005 such pairs randomly chosen from our data set. We did name-based sampling instead of random sampling because the vast majority
of record pairs in the full data set are not matches. By
choosing a broadly individuating property like first and last
name we choose a set of records that will have more matches,
focusing these experiments on a region of the problem space
where blocking is having an effect.
We ran blocking, linkage, and clustering on this sample
of data for a range of maximum block size parameters. We
used three top level properties: 1) first and last name, 2)
social security number and 3) a tuple of last name, zip code,

c=1−

output entities
input records

true positive pairs
all unique pairs generated by blocking

Higher pair quality for a blocking approach shows that this
approach is more efficient and generates mostly true matched
candidate pairs while a lower pair quality value means a
large number of non-matches are also generated [7]. Last
but not the least, we used the total runtime for blocking
and linkage components as a metric.
rttotal = rtblocking + rtlinkage

(3)

Since the number of candidate pairs generated by blocking
affects the runtime of the linkage component, we don’t take
into account just the runtime of blocking, and rather prefer
looking at the overall runtime for blocking and linkage.
Table 2 presents the compression, pair quality, total runtime values for Dynamic Blocking, and Traditional Blocking. According to this table, Traditional Blocking yields the
highest compression ratio. However, its pair quality is much
lower than that of Dynamic Record Blocking. Additionally,
the total runtime for this approach is around 4 times higher
than the total runtime of Dynamic Blocking with a maximum block size 40. Moreover, while maximum block size
increases for Dynamic Record Blocking, we have higher compression. This is to be expected because increasing the block
size parameter increases the number of pairs that will be
considered by the linkage component. But, the increase in
compression is not directly proportional to the increase in
total runtime. According to our experiments, the increase
in total run time is more likely to be quadratic. Therefore,

Block
30
83.81
0.59
1.05x

Size
40
83.98
0.52
1.21x

50
84.05
0.44
1.65x

Traditional
Blocking
85.09
0.13
4.83x

Billions
2.5
before pair dedup
after pair dedup
2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0
0

(2)

20
83.25
0.65
x

Table 2: Experimens with various Block Sizes

10

20

30

40

block size

(1)

We present compression as a percentage. The higher the
compression the better recall we have. Compression does
not take precision into account; however, as long as the
model is doing something reasonable, compression is a good
proxy for recall. Secondly, the pair quality metric is the
ratio of true positive pairs to all unique pairs generated by
blocking.
pq =

Compression
Pair Quality
Total Runtime

number of blocks

and house number. We used various sub-properties including various kinds of name and address information. The
maximum block size ranged from 20 to 50. We also ran an
experiment by using the traditional blocking approach with
the same blocking keys. In traditional blocking, there is no
limit on block size.
There are approximately 1012 record pairs in this dataset,
making it infeasible to construct a hand-annotated reference set. However, when the linkage model is held constant,
blocking does not change the score the linkage model assigns
to any individual pair, only the number of pairs presented to
it. In other words, blocking only affects recall, not precision.
For these experiments, then, we treat the results returned by
the linkage component as “truth”. If the model determines
that the pair should be matched, we treat the pair as a true
positive, otherwise we treat it as a true negative. Although
the pairwise model does, of course, make false positive errors, we treat this as the fault of the linkage component, not
blocking whose job is solely to present the model with the
record pairs it will tend to score the highest.
So, we used three different metrics for the evaluations,
namely compression, pair quality, and total runtime. First,
we define the compression metric as:

Figure 5: Block size distribution.
we need to keep the maximum block size at a certain level
in order to complete all linkage processes in a reasonable
amount of time.
We also used a dataset of around 5 billion public people
records to demonstrate the viability of this algorithm for
very large data sets. We set the maximum block size to 35
and blocked all 5 billion records with the Dynamic Blocking
approach. The blocking step took around 1.5 days to complete. As shown in Table 1, around 1.5B blocks along with
58B candidate pairs were produced for the pairwise linkage
component. Figure 5 shows the size distribution of blocks
before and after pair deduping them. Since we keep the
duplicate pairs that occur in the larger blocks, we remove
mostly smaller blocks. After running the linkage component,
which took around 5 days, we had around 84.7% compression. This compression was in line with the results on the
smaller dataset.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a novel blocking technique for duplicate record detection that operates on the intuitive notion of
grouping together records with similar properties and then
subdividing the groups using other shared properties until
they are all of tractable size. We have implemented this algorithm in the MapReduce framework so that it may scale
to inputs in the billions of records.
One area of future work is in text normalization. Unlike
other blocking systems we have not devoted much effort towards directly addressing errors in the original data, relying
instead on multiple top-level keys to catch mis-blockings due
to typos. However, we plan to investigate the effect of text
normalization for our system. There is no reason why our
framework could not incorporate additional record properties such as, for example, Soundex versions of text fields.
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